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Abstract
We have measuredthe Einstein coefficient for the forbidden atomic transition,N('P-'S), at346.6 nm, by determining
absolutephoton emission rates at 346.6 nm when known number densitiesof N('P) are in the detectorfield of view. The
N('P) is generated in a discharge-flow reactor and its number density is determined by vacuum ultraviolet resonance
absorption at 174 nm. The absolute response of the monochromator is determined from measurementsof the O/NO air
afterglow. This first experimentaldetermination,(5.4 + 1.4) x l0-3 s r, agreeswell with publishedtheoreticalcalculations.
O 1998 Elsevier ScienceB.V. All rishts reserved.

1. Introduction
Metastable N(2P) nitrogen aroms are a source of
bright auroral radiation at both 346.6 nm in the
ultraviolet, from the N(tP-tS) transition, and at
1040 nm in the near infrared,from the N(2P-rD)
transitionIt-:]. OUservations
of N(2P) emissionintensitiesin comparisonwith intensitiesof Nr*(B-X)
or N,(C-B) transitionshave been used to estimate
the depth of penetration of auroral electrons 12] and
the altitude profiles of atomic oxygen number densities [3]. Both of thesemeasurementsrely on the fact
that long-lived N(2P) is quenchedrather efficiently
by atomic oxygen under auroral conditions,whereas
the molecular emissions are not because of their
shortradiativelifetimes.

Proper analysisof N('P) emission measurements
in auroraerequire accurateknowledge of the N(lP'D,"S)
transition probabilities and the rate coefficient for N('P) quenching by atomic oxygen. We
determined the latter experimentally several years
ago [4]. The former, however,is known only through
two theoreticalcalculationspublishedsome 30 years
apart [5,6]. Although the two calculations agree
within 127o,our observations
of N(:P) excitationin
the energytransferreactionbetweenN,.(A) and N(4S)
[7] suggestedthe calculationof the N('P-uS) transition probability could possibly be erroneous,and an
experimental determination of that transition probability was warranted.

2. Experimental
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The intensity of an electronic transition is given
by the product of the number density of speciesin
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the emitting state and the Einstein coefficient for
spontaneousradiation:
I:

(I)

NA,

where 1 is the absolute photon emission rate in units
', N is the number density in
of photons cm-3 s
speciescm-3, and A is the Einstein coefficient in
units of s-1. The basis of our measurement,therefore, is to determine absolute photon emission rates
and number densities of emitting species simultaneously. The ratio of these two quantities, then, is the
Einstein coefficient we seek.
Our experiments used the 5 cm diameter discharse-flow reactor shown schematically in Fig' 1'
N(t p) was generated in the upstream section of the
reactor in a microwave discharge sustainedin a flow
of N, dilute in either helium or argon at total pres,or", b"t*""n 0.3 and 1.5 Torr. The N('P) was then
detected in emission at 346.6 nm using a 0'5 m
monochromator equipped for photoelectric detection
and also by vacuum ultraviolet resonanceabsorption
at 174 nm. The absorption measurementsare made
across the central diameter of the flow reactor' The
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source of the resonanceradiation was a microwave
excited dischargein helium with a trace of added air'
On the opposite side of the flow reactor, a 0'2 m
vacuum monochromator and solar-blind photomultiplier detected the radiation. Normal to the diameter
iefined by the resonance absorption system, a 0'6
cm diameter fiber-optic bundle collected 346'6 nm
radiation emanating from the center of the flow
reactor and transported it to the 0.5 m monochromator.
The number density of the N('P) atoms varies
radially across the flow reactor, being highest in the
center and zero at the walls. The absorption and
emission diagnostics, therefore, both sample average
number densities in the reactor. Because the system
and flows are cylindrically symmetric, however, and
because the two diagnostics have similar fields of
view acrossthe flow reactor (narrow and collimated),
the average number densities they monitor are the
same.Thus, the non-uniform N('P) number densities
have no effect on the experimental results'
The 0.5 m monochromator was calibrated for
absolute photon emission rate measurementsby obTo
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of discharge-flow reactor used in the expenments'
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serving the intensity of the O/NO air afterglow
when known amounts of O and NO were added to
the reactor. Titrating N atoms with NO, using procedures we have detailed previously [8,9], produced the
O. Our air afterglow calibrations, made at 580 nm,
used a chemiluminescence
rate coefficient of 1.17 X
10 le cm3 molecule-l s-l nm l. This value is an
average based upon our critical analysis [10] of the
publishedliterature[ll-18] on the air afterglow. We
think this value is accurate within * 107o.
We established the relative spectral response of
the system in situ to extrapolate the calibration made
at 580 to 346.6 nm. We used a branching ratio
technique based upon measurementsof NO(B'IIX'II) band intensitiesand the NO(B-X) transirion
probabilities we reported [tS] (wtlictr were confirmed
theoretically by Langhoff et al. [20] and experimentally by Luque and Crosley [Zt]) to determine rhe
response variation between 250 and 500 nm, and
O/NO air afterglow intensity measurementsto establish the relative spectral response between 400
and 850. The two techniques agreed to within *5Zo
in the region of spectral overlap.
We have discussedour use of VUV resonance
absorption techniques to determine atomic number
densities in a discharge-flow reactor previously
122,231.The 174.3 nm transition that is absorbedby
N(2p) is actually a multiplet consisting of four separate transitions, two doublets separatedby about 0.25
nm with a separation between the lines in each
doublet of about 0.0008 nm or 0.26 cm r. The
Doppler width of eachline is about 0.17 cm-r, small
enough that the unresolved multiplet can be treated
as a composite of four independenttransitions
Our measurementswere made with a resolution of
I nm to ensure that all lines of the multiplet were
transmitted equally through the instrument. The
equation describing the fractional absorption, A:
\ Io - I ) / Io, then becomes[24]

A:
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the ratio of the width of the line from the resonance
lamp to that of the absorption line, and / is the
absorption path length. The reduced frequency, rr.,,is
given in terms of the separationfrom the center-line
frequency, zo, by
a:

2(v- v,r) llln2.
a^ v- o

(3)

where A zo is the full width at half maximum of the
line as determined by Doppler broadening:

2
Azo(s-'):;

(4)

,\o being the center wavelength of the transition, R
the gas-law constant, Z the translational temperature,
and M the mass of the atom.
Doppler broadening is the only significant mechanism of line broadening in a low power, low pressure
microwave discharge resonance lamp and of the
absorption line as well (collision broadening contributes less than l%o to the total linewidth in 3 Torr
of helium) [ZS]. es a result the rario of the widths of
the lamp line to the absorption line is just the square
root of the ratio of translational temperaturesin the
lamp and the flow reactor. The translational temperature in the flow reactor is equal to the laboratory
temperature, 300 K. We determined the translational
temperaturein the resonancelamp to be 500 K from
measurementsof the band profiles of Nr(C3fIuB3flg) transitions.Fig. 2 show, u "o-pu.iron between a fit of the observed N2(C-B) bands and band
contours calculated assuming rotational temperatures
of 400, 500, and 600 K. The rotational profile calculated from a 500 K temperature best reproduces the
data. The uncertainty in this value, * 50 K, contributes to an uncertainty in the overall absorption
measurementof only *3Vo.
The absorption coefficient at line center is
ko

z

lnz *^ a,,

A^V;8'

4A"N'

(5)

a)' 6r.

-

where C, is the relative intensity of each multiplet
component, ko, the absorption coefficient at line
center, o,, the reduced frequency of the line, a is

where du and d, are the degeneraciesof the upper
and lower statesin each of the four transitions in the
multiplet, A the Einstein coefficient, and N the
number density of absorbing atoms. We used transition probabilities based upon the radiative lifetime
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Table I
rP0-2pr
rP)
Spectroscopicdata for the N(2pr
3s
multiplet at 174 nm
Transition

Wavelength

(r)

dl

d,,

1
2
3

t74.272
t]4.2'/3
t74.525
114.526

4

ci

Aut

(s-')

(nm)

2
4
2
4

0.24'7x
x
1.233
0.987x
0.493x

4
4
2
2

for the upper state of the multiplet of 1.8 ns as
measuredby Hutchison [26]. Table I summarizesthe
relevant spectroscopicdata.

3. Results
Fig. 3 shows typical results of measurementsof
the 346.6 nm intensity as a function of N(rP) number density. The N('P) number densitieswere determined by measuringthe fractional absorptionat 174
nm and using the results of a numerical integration
of Eq. (2) to relate the tiactional absorptionto N(2P)
number density. Since the absolutephoton emission
rate is the product of the number density of emitters

k,,'/ N,
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kni/ Nurut
(crn -,

tcm
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10rr
lOE

I
5
2
I

0 . 9 8 4x
2 . 4 5 5x
i . 9 7 4x
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10 1r
i0 13
1 0 -r r
10 rr

0.328x
x
1.637
0.658
x
0 . 3 2 9x

10 ' '
l0 r.r
lo-r3
10 rr

and the Einstein coetlicient for the transition, the
Einsteincoefficient for the 346.6 nm transitionis just
the slope of the line through the data in Fig. 3.
The averageresult from severalmeasurementsin
both Ar and He carrier gas is 5.4 X 10 3 s''. We
estimate the uncertainty in this value to be -126%o
basedupon the squareroot of the sum of the squares
of the various uncertaintiesin the experimentalparameters:5Vo in the raw data (ratio of intensity to
number density), l2%o in the number density diagnostic (lamp temperatureand transitionprobabilities),
l07a in the air afterglow rate coefficient, and 207o in
the photometriccalibration of the monochromator.

4. Discussion
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Fig. 3. Typical experimental results showing the relationship
between observed N(rP-1S) emission intensities an<i measured
N(rP) number densities.

This Einstein coefficient was first calculated by
Garstangto be 5.4 X l0-3 s ' over 40 yearsago [5].
More recently, Godefroid and Froese-Fischer[6] calculated a value of 4.8 X l0-'3 s r. Both of these
values agree well with our experimentaldetermination. We had speculatedthesecalculatedvaluesmight
be erroneous because we determined a rate coefficient for N(2P) formation in the energy-transferreaction betweenNr(A) and N(*S) to be five times larger
than the rate coefficient for Nr(A) quenching by
N(tS) [7]. The most likely explanarionfor this discrepancy seemedto be that the Einstein coefficient
usedto determineeither the N.(A) or N(rP) number
density was in error. We have consideredthe issueof
the N,(A) Einstein coefficient 1271,and determined
that previously acceptedvalues are not seriously in
error [28]. The results of this investigation indicate
that the same can be said for the N('P-*S) transition. Thus the discrepancyin our previous measurements must result from an additional metastablein
our flow reactor that we have so far been unable to
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detect. Evidence for this additional metastable has
been found in other studies as well [29,30].
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